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[1] Measurements of breaking-wave-generated bubble plumes were made in fresh (but
not clean) water in a large wind-wave tunnel. To preserve diversity, a classification scheme
was developed on the basis of plume dimensions and ‘‘optical density,’’ or the plume’s
ability to obscure the background. Optically dense plumes were due to the presence of a
peak at large radius in the plume bubble size distribution. For each class, the plume
formation rate, P, was measured at different fetches. The relationship between wave-
breaking characteristics and the bubble plume evolution is examined in detail for these
experiments. The wave-breaking rate and intensity were strongly fetch-dependent as the
mechanically steepened wind waves rapidly evolved with fetch because of wind,
dissipation, and nonlinear wave-wave interactions. P followed the trend in wave breaking,
reaching a maximum at the fetch of maximum wave breaking. The ratio of dense to diffuse
plumes was more sensitive to the wave-breaking intensity. Using P and the bubble
population size distributions for each class, the global bubble plume injection size
distribution, Yi(r), where r is radius, was calculated. Yi decreased as Yi � r�1.2 for r <
1700 mm and Yi � r�3.9 for larger r. Total volume injection was 640 cm3 s�1, divided
approximately equally between bubbles smaller and larger than 1700-mm radius. Using
plume volumes at maximum penetration for each class, a concentration distribution was
calculated and showed plume concentrations greater than the background population by
one to several orders of magnitude, depending upon r.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Bubble Plumes

[2] Bubbles from breaking waves either are dominant or
significant to numerous diverse geophysical processes in-
cluding air-sea gas transfer, turbulence generation, aerosol
formation, sea surface microlayer enrichment, and the
transformation of dissolved organic material to particulate
organic material. Bubbles from breaking wind waves span a
wide size range, from smaller than 20-mm [Medwin and
Breitz, 1989] to 1.0-cm diameter [Haines and Johnson,
1995], covering a wide range of Reynolds numbers (0.05
to 4 � 103) and consequently a wide range of efficiencies
for various bubble processes [Clift et al., 1978]. Assessing
the significance of a bubble-mediated process requires
measurement of the bubble size distribution, which varies
with many factors including wind speed [Wu, 1988], water
temperature [Asher and Farley, 1995], and wave breaking

mechanism (e.g., wave breaking due to wind stress, inter-
action with the bottom in the surf zone, or wave modula-
tion). When measurements are time and spatially averaged,
most of the bubbles observed are in the quasi steady state
background population, which primarily consists of small
bubbles. However, the source of the background population
is the remnants of bubble plumes that have a distinctly
different size distribution. Plume populations contain many
large bubbles, have much higher bubble concentrations, and
are transient. While for some processes the background
population is the most important (e.g., acoustic scattering),
plume bubbles may dominate for others (e.g., soluble gas
transfer). To date, few observations exist for bubble plumes.
Of these, even fewer are time resolved of what is a dynamic
and rapidly changing phenomena.
[3] In this paper and its companion paper Leifer and De

Leeuw [2006] (hereinafter referred to as LD) we present
observations of bubble plume characteristics and generation
rates made with a bubble measurement system for bubble
plumes formed by wind-amplified, mechanically generated
breaking waves in a large wind-wave channel. After an
extensive review of the various processes in which bubble
plumes are involved at the air-sea interface and of previous
related studies, a summary is presented of observations of
�3500 bubble plumes. LD present a detailed study of a
subset of these plumes.
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[4] Herein we explore the variability in the formation rate
for different bubble plume classes with respect to wave
development on the basis of these wind tunnel observations.
Wind tunnels allow detailed measurements to be made from
stable platforms, but are on a much smaller scale than
oceanic conditions. Thus their finite dimensions prevent
tunnels from even approaching swell typical to the ocean or
the turbulent kinetic energy input from the oceanic-scale
dominant breaking wavelengths. However, the wavelengths
responsible for wave breaking and plume formation are
generally significantly shorter than the dominant wind
waves, that is, waves of the spectral peak and swell
[Gemmrich and Farmer, 1999; Dulov et al., 2001]. More-
over, wave breaking and bubble plume formation occur on
very short timescales, less than 0.1 s (LD). Although bubble
velocities during injection can be up to �1 m s�1, we argue
that for the formation process, the tunnel dimensions are
sufficiently large to prevent boundary effects from being
dominant, and moreover, that the processes of bubble plume
formation from wave breaking in the ocean and lab exhibit
similarities (but likely also differences).

1.2. Bubble-Mediated Processes

[5] Bubbles from wave breaking both directly and indi-
rectly enhance the atmosphere-ocean exchange of gases
such as carbon dioxide, methane, and fluorocarbons, which
are all important to global climate. As a result, field
measurements of gas exchange versus wind speed show
an increase in efficiency above the wind speed where wave
breaking and bubble formation begin [Wanninkhof, 1992],
which introduces a solubility dependency [Woolf, 1993].
Entrained air outflows from the bubbles (invasion) while
dissolved gas from the ocean inflows into the bubble
(evasion). The bubbles then release their contents to the
atmosphere upon bursting at the surface [Woolf, 1997].
Bubbles also indirectly contribute to gas exchange by
disrupting the surface microlayer [Liss et al., 1997] and
generating turbulence in the upper ocean [Thorpe, 1982]. It
follows that bubbles are potentially important for the
process of surface renewal and thus gas exchange. In fact,
turbulence generation and bubble plume formation from
wave breaking are linked inextricably. After formation, the
two interact during all phases of their evolution. By altering
the turbulence-velocity profile within the oceanic
boundary layer, bubbles indirectly enhance gas transfer
[Kitaigorodskii, 1984]. Bubble plumes also induce bulk-
fluid motions, such as the upwelling flow [Asher et al.,
1997; Leifer et al., 2000b], which can enhance gas transfer
by altering the concentration profile near the interface.
[6] Air-sea gas exchange and momentum transfer occur

across the surface microlayer and are strongly influenced by
the presence of surface slicks [Liss et al., 1997], which damp
capillary waves. Both wave breaking and the surfacing and
bursting of bubbles at the air-sea interface disrupt the surface
microlayer [Liss et al., 1997] bringing fresh water to the
interface. Because typically the surface microlayer is cooler
than the bulk water, processes that disrupt the microlayer
(bubbles and wave microbreaking or breaking) change the
skin temperature [Gemmrich, 2000]. Bubbles also affect
upper ocean optics and thus the sea color [Flatau et al., 2000].
[7] As they rise, bubbles efficiently collect surface-active

substances, surfactants, that are advected by the flow around

the bubble to the downstream bubble hemisphere [Sadhal
and Johnson, 1983; Fdhila and Duineveld, 1996]. The
bubble then transports the surfactants to the air-water
interface where they are released upon bursting. This
process, known as sparging, is the core process of waste-
water treatment microflotation [Persechini et al., 2000;
Deglon et al., 1999], mining airlift separators [Mao and
Yoon, 1997], and bioreactors [Van der Pol et al., 1995; Wu,
1995]. In the ocean, bubble accumulation of surfactants
contributes to aggregate formation and flocculation [Baylor
and Sutcliffe, 1963; Johnson et al., 1986; Mopper et al.,
1995; Mari, 1999; Cincinelli et al., 2001] and may be
important to the formation of colloidal material [Kepkay,
1991] and transparent exopolymer particles (TEP). TEP are
formed from exuded polysaccharides [Alldredge et al.,
1993; Passow, 2000]. Found in high abundance in many
algal blooms [Passow et al., 1994], TEP enhance aggregate
formation [Alldredge et al., 1993; Dam and Drapeau, 1995]
and increase sedimentation rates, particularly during the
terminal phase of algal blooms [Alldredge and Gotschalk,
1990]. Thus bubbles provide an efficient ‘‘nucleation’’ site
for organic particle aggregation and formation, potentially
playing a significant role in global cycling of dissolved
organic carbon to particulate organic carbon [Monahan and
Dam, 2001].
[8] When present, bubbles are an important and poten-

tially dominant mechanism for maintaining an enhanced sea
surface, surfactant microlayer concentration [Grammatika
and Zimmerman, 2001; Cincinelli et al., 2001]. The sea
surface microlayer is particularly important to transfer
processes between the atmosphere and the bulk fluid.
Surfactant concentrations in the microlayer, both particulate
and molecular, generally are enhanced relative to the bulk
fluid [Mopper et al., 1995; Cini and Loglio, 1997]. Surfac-
tant films decrease wave development as well as heat,
momentum, and mass transfer [Liss et al., 1997]. At the
same time, both wave breaking and bubble bursting disrupt
the surface microlayer, removing surfactants from the
microlayer [Cincinelli et al., 2001]. Part of these surfactants
are ejected into the atmosphere as aerosols [Blanchard,
1989]. A recent study of aerosol chemical composition at
the coast of Mace Head, Ireland, showed that a very large
fraction of the aerosol components consists of organic
material [O’Dowd et al., 2004].
[9] Bursting bubbles are a major source for sea spray

aerosols at low to intermediate wind speeds [Monahan,
1986; De Leeuw, 1990; Spiel, 1998]. Sea-salt aerosol pro-
duction spans a wide size range, from 20 nm [Mårtensson
et al., 2003] to larger than 100 mm [De Leeuw, 1993], and
these aerosols are the dominant submicrometer scatterers in
most ocean regions. They dominate the particulate mass
concentration of the marine boundary layer in remote
oceanic regions, with a significant fraction occurring in the
submicrometer size range [Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, 2001]. At lower altitudes in the atmo-
sphere, sea spray aerosols can dominate atmospheric prop-
agation at visible and infrared wavelengths. Also, sea spray
aerosols are the primary contributors to the indirect aerosol
effect (IAE), the most uncertain forcing mechanism in the
prediction of climate change. The IAE arises from aerosols’
importance to the formation of marine stratocumulus
clouds. Boers et al. [1998] reported an example of IAE
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related to changes in the distributions of natural cloud
condensation nuclei over the ocean, while O’Dowd et al.
[1999a, 1999b] demonstrated that sea spray aerosols can
play a significant role in marine stratocumulus microphysics
and chemistry. In addition, sea spray aerosols can provide a
significant sink for natural and anthropogenic trace gases
[O’Dowd et al., 2000].
[10] Sea spray aerosols can be enriched significantly in

oceanic viruses [Blanchard, 1989; Van Dolah et al., 2001],
bacteria and fungi [Marks et al., 2001], red tide toxins
[Grzebyk et al., 1997; Pierce et al., 1990, 2005; Rumbold
and Snedaker, 1999], and pollutants [Cincinelli et al.,
2001], and thus play an important role in transport of these
substances in coastal zones. Epidemiological studies have
shown increased incidence of respiratory diseases correlated
with whitecapping and aerosol transport [Backer et al.,
2003]. Also, sea spray aerosols enhance deposition of some
compounds. The sea-salt displacement reaction, where sea
spray aerosols uptake nitric acid while releasing hydro-
chloric acid, shifts nitrogen from fine to coarse aerosols,
thereby enhancing the deposition flux of nitrogen while
simultaneously the flux decreases with respect to the gas
phase flux [De Leeuw et al., 2003].

1.3. Importance of Different Size Regimes

[11] Buoyant rise rapidly returns most plume bubbles to
the surface; however, some bubbles diffuse out of the plume
(or remain behind) forming a (comparatively) quasi steady
state background population. These two populations, the
background and plume populations are quite different.
Within the plume, the bubble size distribution is weakly
size dependent and thus plumes contain a significant num-
ber of large bubbles [Haines and Johnson, 1995]. We define
the transition between small and large bubbles at an
equivalent spherical radius, r, of 700 mm, which is the onset
of oscillations at 20�C in quiescent water [Leifer et al.,
2000a]. Small bubbles are spherical (r < 300 mm) or
ellipsoidal (300 < r < 700 mm) and rise linearly, while large
bubbles are irregular in shape and exhibit both trajectory
and shape oscillations [Leifer et al., 2000a]. In seawater,
small bubbles generally behave hydrodynamically dirty
because of surfactant contamination, while large bubbles
generally behave hydrodynamically clean [Patro et al.,
2002]. Bubble surfactant contamination is important to
many bubble-mediated processes such as gas exchange
[Clift et al., 1978] and aerosol production [Spiel, 1998].
[12] Bubble lifetimes for these two populations are very

different. Consequently, these two populations affect various
bubble-mediated geophysical processes differently. The pre-
dominantly small, background bubbles rise slowly and thus
have long subsurface lifetimes, particularly in the highly
turbulent environment produced by breaking waves [Woolf,
1993]. In contrast, the large bubbles in the bubble plume rise
rapidly and thus have lifetimes on the order of seconds [e.g.,
Haines and Johnson, 1995]. Also, the rising mass of plume
bubbles creates an upwelling flow [Asher et al., 1997] that
transports many smaller and larger bubbles more rapidly to
the surface [Leifer, 1995]. The background population
decreases exponentially with depth [Wu, 1988]. By contrast,
the intense turbulence of the bubble plumes causes time-
resolved plume populations to be comparatively homoge-
neous, that is, well mixed [Haines and Johnson, 1995].

[13] Many bubble processes show a strong size depen-
dency with very different behavior for small and large
bubbles. For example, the rise velocity, VB, for small
bubbles varies significantly with r, while VB varies only
weakly with r for large bubbles [Leifer et al., 2000a]. Other
processes with strong size dependencies include gas ex-
change [Leifer and Patro, 2002] and aerosol production
efficiencies [Spiel, 1998]. Thus assessing the relevance of
bubbles to a geophysical process requires consideration of
the appropriate size range and bubble population, particu-
larly since bubble measurement systems operate over lim-
ited size ranges [Leifer et al., 2003].

2. Previous Time- and Space-Averaged
Bubble Measurements

[14] Most bubble measurements are time and space aver-
aged, and thus heavily biased toward bubbles outside of
bubble plumes. Bubble size distributions in the ocean and
laboratory are measured primarily by acoustic, optical
(photo or video), or laser methods, with each having
advantages and disadvantages [Vagle and Farmer, 1998;
Leifer et al., 2003]. Video systems can measure bubbles
with both regular and irregular shapes even at high void
fraction. Both acoustic and laser methods require low void
fractions and regularly shaped bubbles (spherical or ellip-
soidal) for correct sizing, that is, r < 700 mm in stagnant
water; smaller in turbulent environments. Acoustical meth-
ods are best for low void fractions, 10�5 being a typical
upper limit for backscatter sonar [Vagle and Farmer, 1998].
Laser systems require no more than one bubble in the
measurement volume at a time, and consequently are
limited to low bubble densities. Acoustic methods can
measure noninvasively over large spatial domains but not
near the sea surface. Multiple frequency approaches can
measure size distributions [Medwin and Breitz, 1989];
however, simpler single frequency approaches can yield
the spatial (horizontal and vertical) distribution of the total
bubble number [Crawford and Farmer, 1987]. Video can
operate at very high bubble densities; however, automated
image-processing routines function best where bubble
images do not overlap. Although automatic analysis is
feasible for some overlap [Leifer et al., 2003], significant
bubble overlapping requires manual bubble identification
[Haines and Johnson, 1995; LD].
[15] A summary of published oceanic and laboratory back-

ground bubble measurements is provided in Table 1. Size
ranges are not reported for single frequency acoustic measure-
ments. The size dependency of the bubble distributions shows
enormous variability, although most measurements show a
power law dependency, with the exponent, S defined by

f rð Þ ¼ kr�S ð1Þ

where f is the bubble concentration size distribution and k
is a constant. Values of S are calculated from a least squares,
linear regression analysis of the logarithm of equation (1),
that is,

log fð Þ ¼ �S log rð Þ þ log kð Þ ð2Þ

over an appropriate range of r.
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[16] Bubble size distributions observed in the ocean, in
wind wave tunnels and from tipping bucket experiments
show significant variability, particularly in more recent
measurements. There are numerous sources of variability,
including temperature [Asher and Farley, 1995; De Leeuw
and Cohen, 2002], salinity [Cartmill and Su, 1993; Haines
and Johnson, 1995; Asher et al., 1997], wave development
[Walsh and Mulhearn, 1987; De Leeuw and Cohen, 2002],
dissolved gas concentrations [Stramska et al., 1990], atmo-
spheric stability [De Leeuw and Cohen, 2002], wind speed
[Crawford and Farmer, 1987; De Leeuw and Cohen, 2002],
and surfactants [Asher et al., 1997]. These differences result
not only from variability in formation mechanism (e.g., LD)
but also the time evolution of the bubble plume since the
bubble behavior (rise speed and gas exchange) depends
upon many of these factors [Thorpe et al., 1992]. Addition-
ally, the location of the measurement is important since size
distributions decrease sharply with depth [Wu, 1988] and
distance from bubble plumes [Baldy and Bourgüel, 1987].
[17] Finally, different measurement techniques create ad-

ditional challenges to comparisons [Vagle and Farmer,
1998; Leifer et al., 2003]. Typically, optical measurements
show a spectral peak at 60 mm or near the small size limit of
the optical instruments if the resolution size limit is larger
than 60 mm. The distribution then decreases sharply with
decreasing r [e.g., Johnson and Cooke, 1979]. This is in
direct contradiction to acoustical observations which show a
continuation of the power law description of the distribution
to as small as 10 mm radius [e.g.,Medwin and Breitz, 1989] or
peaked at 20 to 30 mm [Vagle and Farmer, 1992]. Optical
bubble measurements byDe Leeuw and Cohen [2002] with a
lower cutoff at r � 10 mm showed a clearly resolved peak at
60 to 100 mm, with a minimum at 30 mm and a second peak
near the small size limit. On the basis of laboratory studies,
Leifer et al. [2000c] proposed the small peak was due to
bubbles produced during the bubble-bursting process.
[18] Measurements close to the region and time of bubble

formation have smaller S (i.e., the size distribution is less
strongly size dependent) than those further away [Baldy,
1988; Medwin and Breitz, 1989; Leifer, 1995]. Baldy and
Bourgüel [1987] and Baldy [1988] used a laser to look at
bubbles very close to the interface including between the
wave crest and trough, and found S decreased from 4 at the

level of the trough to either 2 or 2.5 in the wave crest.
Hwang et al. [1990] observed a similar decrease with
decreasing depth in S from 4 to 2 using a laser light
blocking technique. Terrill et al. [2001] used an acoustic
system and saw a decrease in S from 5 to 3 with proximity
to the sea surface. Kolovayev [1976] found S was 4 at
several meters depth for high wind speeds. Vagle and
Farmer [1992] also observed S to decrease with decreasing
depth, from 8 to 1.
[19] Walsh and Mulhearn [1987] used a camera in the

ocean over a wide range of wind speeds and found S varied
widely depending upon factors including wave develop-
ment (short fetch yielded less bubbles). Their average value
for S was 4, in precise agreement with S for acoustic
measurements by Medwin and Breitz [1989]. However,
Walsh and Mulhearn [1987] did not find a clear trend with
the 10-m wind speed, U10. Crawford and Farmer [1987]
used acoustic observations referenced to the size distribu-
tions of Johnson and Cooke [1979] to characterize bubble
plumes and total bubble concentration. They found that total
concentration had a wind speed dependency of U10

3±0.3, while
Wu [1988] proposed a wind speed dependency of U10

3.5 on
the basis of data from Kolovayev [1976], Johnson and
Cooke [1979], and Thorpe [1982]. Crawford and Farmer
[1987] found that plume width decreased rapidly with
depth; thus at least part of the reason that spatially averaged
measurements show lower bubble concentrations at greater
depths is because plumes are narrower and shorter lived at
greater depths. Graham et al. [2004] used a three-frequency
acoustic system to look at bubbles in a shallow sea (20 m)
and observed that bubble penetration varied inversely with
wave age (c/U10) where c is the wave phase speed; that is,
older waves created deeper plumes.
[20] Perhaps the most extensive set of published oceanic

size distributions was by De Leeuw and Cohen [2002]
covering seven different cruises in the North Atlantic and
the North Sea. This data set has the advantage of using the
same (optical) instrument and data processing method.
Measurements were made for a wide range of conditions
(temperature, atmospheric stability, wind speed, and surfac-
tant load) and showed S ranged from 1.8 to 5. The differ-
ences between the results from the various deployments
were attributed to the measurement depth, wind speed, fetch

Table 1. Summary of Background Bubble Observationsa

Reference S r, mm Type Location Depth, cm U10

Blanchard and Woodcock [1957] 4.7 375–750 Bubble trap Ocean 10
Kolovayev [1976] 4 50–400 Optical Ocean 150–800 11–13
Johnson and Cooke [1979] 4.5 50–170 Bubble trap Ocean 70–400 8–13
Walsh and Mulhearn [1987] 2.9:6.0 51–300 Photo (f-stop-22) Ocean 60–170 8–14
Baldy and Bourgüel [1987] 2:4 50–3000 Laser PDA LUMINY(f) 45:8.5 14
Crawford and Farmer [1987] – – Acoustic Ocean – 9–11
Baldy [1988] 2:4 50–1500 Laser PDA LUMINY(f) 10:–8.5 14
Medwin and Breitz [1989] �4 30–240 Acoustic (multi) Ocean 25 12–15
Hwang et al. [1990] 2:4.5 350–1100 Laser blocking Wind wave(f) 3–12 10–16
Vagle and Farmer [1992] N/A 70–150 Acoustic Ocean 50–730 11
Cartmill and Su [1993] 3 200–1200 Acoustic (multi) Wind wave 30 –
Asher and Farley [1995] N/A 30–500 Laser PDA WST(s) 25–50 –
Terrill et al. [2001] 3:5 30–800 Acoustic Ocean 70–410 15
De Leeuw and Cohen [2002] 1.8:5.7 15–500 Video Ocean 30 5–13
Graham et al. [2004] N/A 10–100 Acoustic (3 freq) Ocean – 5–12

aS is the power law dependency of the distribution, defined in (1); r is the bubble radius; and U10 is 10-m wind speed or reported u for the wind
tunnel. N/A indicates not provided in manuscript, and PDA is laser phase Doppler anemometer.
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(i.e., wave development), as well as seasonal variations.
Bubble measurements in the Pacific showed a change in the
size distribution with U10. Bubble concentrations increased
by two orders of magnitude for an increase in U10 from 6 to
12 m s�1 with the main spectral peak shifting to larger r. In
general, peak concentrations were greater with higher U10,
but distributions were steeper. Furthermore, the bubble
distributions for water temperatures spanning 8�C to 28�C
showed that the small bubble concentration decreased with
increasing water temperature, while concentrations for bub-
bles larger than r � 70 mm increased with increasing water
temperature. These results demonstrate the importance of
environmental parameters on bubble formation and the size
distribution evolution. They also demonstrate that only
some of the variability between different researchers can
be explained by different experimental methodologies.
[21] Salinity is a significant factor in bubble formation. In

whitecap simulation tank (WST) experiments, Haines and
Johnson [1995] showed a similar power law exponent for
large bubbles in fresh and salt water (S = 2.7, S = 2.6,
respectively); however, the spectral peak was at much larger
r for fresh (r � 2800 mm) than salt (r � 630 mm) water.
Small (300 < r < 600 mm) bubble concentrations were much
larger in salt water than fresh water, while large (r >
2000 mm) bubble concentrations were greater in fresh water.
From laser bubble measurements in a WST, Asher et al.
[1997] observed a similar slope in f for salt and fresh water
(S unreported); with higher concentrations for small, salt-
water bubbles. The freshwater f had a peak or a plateau at
500 mm, and as a result the freshwater concentration of
bubbles larger than r � 200 mm was greater than for salt
water. Part of the discrepancy between these two data sets
may have resulted from wall effects. For bubble measure-
ments in a WST, Haines and Johnson [1995] indicated wall
effects may have been significant, although the WST used
by Asher et al. [1997] was much larger. For mechanically
generated, breaking-wave bubble plumes, Loewen et al.
[1996] found that for larger bubbles (1000 < r < 4000 mm),
there was little difference between fresh and salt water for
focusedwaves. For wind-generated breakingwaves,Cartmill
and Su [1993] showed that for 50 < r < 1000 mm, far more
small bubbles (an order of magnitude) were produced in
saltwater than freshwater. To summarize, the wave breaking
observations are in general agreement with the WST results,
that is, that the fresh and salt water distributions of larger
bubbles are similar, but with far more small bubbles produced
in salt water. Since most of the plume mass is in the large
bubbles, total gas injection appears to be largely independent
of salinity [Wu, 2000].
[22] Wave breaking and associated fluid motions likely

are the major factors that influence both bubble formation
and subsequent transport in the water (surface currents
could also play a role). In turn, wave breaking is affected
by fetch [De Leeuw and Cohen, 2002], air-sea temperature
difference (i.e., boundary layer stability) [Spillane et al.,
1986], and slicks [Asher et al., 1997], among other factors.
For example, factors that affect surface stress, such as the
angle between the wind and wave direction or surface
currents also likely affect wave breaking and thus bubble
formation; however, the dependency of bubble production
on these and other variables remains largely unquantified.
Efforts to relate whitecap coverage to wind speed or friction

velocity show enormous variability [e.g., Monahan, 1986],
some of which is certainly due to these factors.

3. Methods

[23] The LUMINY experiment described by De Leeuw et
al. [2002], hereafter referred to as LUMINY, is described by
LD. In brief, bubble plume populations, plume character-
istics, gas transfer rates, and wind and wave conditions were
measured in the large wind-wave channel at the Institut de
Recherche sur les Phenomenes Hors Equilibre in Marseilles,
France. The wind-wave channel is 2.5 m high by 2.6 m
wide by 40 m long and was filled with 0.9 m of fresh water.
Although the tap water was filtered and exposed to UV
radiation during the tank filling, the water quality decreased
rapidly and was not clean during these experiments. Water
temperatures were between 14�C to 18�C. Bubbles were
measured during experiments with a wind speed of 13 m
s�1 and wave-maker paddle waves with a wavelength of
1.3 m and a frequency of 1.2 Hz. Average wave height was
�12 cm at the measurement fetches. The National Univer-
sity of Ireland, Galway (NUIG) bubble measurement system
(BMS) is described by Leifer et al. [2003]. This BMS used
three video cameras to measure bubbles simultaneously in
multiple locations and over a size range from r � 150 mm to
r � 7000 mm, the largest bubble observed. The BMS
overview camera had a wide field of view that provided
contextual information of plume structure and dynamics.
[24] Using overview camera images, a plume classifica-

tion scheme, which is described by LD (see Table 2), was
used to segregate bubble plumes. The scheme was based on
the bubble plume horizontal extent, w, penetration depth zp,
and optical image density. Deep plumes had zp > 15 cm,
while narrow plumes had w < 30 cm. Dense plumes were
able to obscure most of the background until at least
maximum penetration. Dense plumes had a significant
population of large bubbles (LD). Very small shallow,
narrow and diffuse plumes were classified as microplumes
(see Table 2). On the basis of the plume classification
scheme, bubble plumes for each plume class were analyzed
and the overall plume-class characteristics (penetration
depth, lifetime) and bubble population characteristics
(modes, size distribution, and total bubble volume) were
determined. Overview images of each plume class are
shown in Figure 1.
[25] The plume generation rate, P, for each plume class

was determined from digitized video clips, �2 min long, for
a range of fetches during two experiments with the same
wind and wave conditions (13 m s�1 wind and paddle
waves). P was normalized to per unit surface area and per

Table 2. Bubble Plume Classification Criteriaa

Type Symbol Criteria

Broad B w > 30 cm
Narrow N w < 30 cm
Shallow S zp < 15 cm
Deep D zp > 15 cm
Dense De For t < 1 s, bubbles obscure background
Diffuse Di For t < 1 s, background not obscured
Micro Narrow shallow diffuse w < 10 cm, zp < 10 cm, N < 100 (mm�1)

aHere w is width, zp is penetration depth, t is time, and N is number of
bubbles.
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second on the basis of the video clip length and analysis
region. Only plumes in a subset area of the overview
camera’s field of view (FOV) were analyzed. The region
extended from the interface visible nearest the camera
(�20 cm distant) to the illumination screen (90 cm distant),
and from the illumination screen edge (pixels of the screen
were saturated, thus plumes were not visible) to the FOV
edge in the upstream direction (�1 m). More distant
plumes were visible and were identified as outside the
measurement region since they were not back illuminated.
Plume dimensions were estimated relative to the illumina-
tion screen for bubble plumes at the furthest edge of the
measurement region, or the wave gauge wires if located
within the closer half of the measurement region. Thus
plume dimensions were approximate, with an estimated size
uncertainty of �15%. However, this uncertainty only affects
the classification of plumes whose size was close to the
threshold between classes, that is, a small fraction of the
plumes.
[26] Of greater concern was the subjective aspect of this

analysis, specifically, that during the course of the analysis,
the criteria discriminating between the classes could shift.
To address this issue, one clip was analyzed twice, once at
the beginning of the analysis, and then several days later,
after the analysis was finished. Consistency was lowest for
microplumes with agreement for P between the two anal-
yses of 85%. Agreement for other plume classes was 90%
or better. The two consistency analyses were averaged
together.
[27] The wave field was analyzed from time series of the

wave height measured by a high-resolution, capacitance
wave gauge located at the downstream edge of the camera’s
field of view. The wave data were synchronized with the
video camera records. Fully breaking waves were detected
from these wave signals by using a geometric criterion as
described by Longuet-Higgins and Smith [1983] andCaulliez
[2002]. In brief, an individual wave was considered as
breaking when the water surface slope at the crest exceeded
0.586 in magnitude or 30� in angle. In this work, only fully
developed breaking waves characterized by steep but corru-
gated ‘‘turbulent’’ wave fronts in which the wave slope
presents several peaks crossing the threshold value and
separated from each other by very short time intervals, were
considered. Instantaneous water slopes were evaluated from
the ratio between the time derivative of the wave height signal
and the mechanical water-wave phase speed determined by a
cross-correlation method.

4. Bubble Plume Characteristics

4.1. Bubble Plume Life Cycle

[28] The life cycle of bubble plumes generated by break-
ing wind waves encompasses four phases: formation, injec-
tion, rise, and senescence. Formation of bubble plumes
includes bubble fragmentation and lasts less than 0.1 s.
Injection follows formation during which the plume bubbles
descend (i.e., are injected) below the surface. Injection ends
when the plume reaches their maximum penetration, zp, and
the rise phase begins. During the rise phase, bubbles buoy-
antly rise toward the surface. Smaller bubbles, typically r <
200 mm, that remain in the water after the main body of
plume bubbles has surfaced, comprise the senescence phase.

During senescence, turbulence diffusion and wave orbital
motions are important.

4.2. Plume Classes

[29] Bubble population size distributions, F, were deter-
mined for plumes in each plume class and are summarized
in Table 3 for late injection/early rise phase, further details
are presented by LD. F is the total number of bubbles in the
plume in each size class and is roughly conserved during
injection, while concentration decreases as the plume
expands. Differences between plume concentration and
population size distributions are discussed by LD.
[30] Microplumes were the most common plume class

observed. Microplumes generally were observed forming in
the trough rather than the crest. The microplume injection F
was weakly size dependent until r � 1000 mm, with a steep
decrease for larger bubbles.
[31] Of the diffuse plumes larger than micro, NSDi plumes

were the most common. NSDi plumes were similar in several
respects to microplumes. For example, plume lifetime, t, was
approximately the same for both (t�0.6 s).Also, for both, the
injection F were weakly r dependent for r < �1000 mm,
decreasing steeply for larger r. Because of their greater zp,
large bubbles in NSDi plumes remained submerged longer;
thus the average plume bubble volume, hBVi, and maximum
plume bubble volume, BVM, differed to a lesser extent than
hBVi and BVM for microplumes. Since F decreased shal-
lowly for r < 1000 mm and steeply for r > 1000 mm with a
power law exponent, S > 3, bubbles with r � 1000 mm
contained most of the bubble volume. All other diffuse
plumes were interaction plumes, discussed below.
[32] Very different types of plumes were observed which

were termed dense because of their ability to obscure
optically the background. The smallest and most common
dense plume class was NSDe, which, like other dense
plumes, had greater large bubble F relative to small bubble
F than diffuse plumes. For NSDe plumes, t was longer than
for NSDi plumes despite comparable dimensions. Much
larger plumes were observed and had significantly greater
F, but were much less common than shallow plumes.
Despite their less frequent occurrence, because of their
greater F, deep dense plumes were neither dominant nor
negligible contributors to the global bubble formation rate.
The deep, dense plumes persisted the longest, with t
varying from 1 to 1.5 s and had greater zp. Consequently,

Table 3. Bubble Plume Class Characteristicsa

Class t, s zp, cm hBVi, cm3 BVM, cm
3 PVM, cm

3

Microb 0.4 3.2 0.15 0.4 18
NSDib 0.7 6 0.44 0.8 120
BSDi 0.6 6 0.88 1.8 300
BDDi 1.2 18 0.47 1.1 1200
NDDi 1.2 18 0.47 1.1 1200
NSDeb 0.9 9 1.9 3.8 460
BSDe 1.0 12 3.5 4.9 2400
NDDeb 1.2 23 2.8 4.8 2400
BDDeb 1.5 33 5.2 33. 10,000

aHere t is the plume lifetime, zp is the maximum penetration depth, hBVi
is the total mean bubble volume over t, and BVM and PVM are bubble and
plume volumes at the maximum of plume penetration. For further details,
see LD.

bThese are noninteraction classes.
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these plumes produced many more senescence bubbles at
greater depths (deeper than the wave height) and thus
contributed significantly to the deeper background bubble
population. The largest plumes of all were BDDe which
occurred very infrequently and were significantly larger
than NDDe plumes.
[33] Several plume categories resulted from the interac-

tion of two plumes in close proximity. The deep interaction
classes (BDDi and NDDi) occurred very infrequently. An
example of the formation of a BDDi plume is shown in
Figure 2. The two NSDi plumes are circled by dashed lines.
Because of the interaction between the plumes, a group of
bubbles, outlined by a double dotted line in Figure 2b,
continued descending while most of the bubbles in the
NSDi plumes were already rising. The two NSDi plumes
formed closely in time (time lag of �40 ms) and were
separated by only a few centimeters. Not all plume inter-
actions produced large plumes and the conditions for
constructive interaction remain unclear. Most NSDi plumes
were produced singly from a single wave, but occasionally a
wave produced a series of NSDi plumes. In this case, some
of these NSDi plumes interacted. The three diffuse interac-
tion plume classes (BSDi, NDDi, and BDDi) had F similar
to NSDi plumes. The deep interaction classes, BDDi and
NDDi plumes also had longer t (�1 s). In a similar manner,
the shallow interaction classes, BSDe, resulted from two
NSDe plumes forming in sufficiently close proximity and
time and thus F for BSDe plumes were similar to F for
NSDe plumes. Example overview video for the NSDi and
BDDE plume shown in Figure 1 are available in the
auxiliary material1.

5. Wave Development

[34] Even if little is known on the detailed mechanisms
involved and the exact relationship between the phenomena,
bubble plume generation is undoubtedly dependent on wave
development and the associated wave-breaking occurrence
and intensity. For observations made in the tank with wind
and mechanical waves, the wave field did not reach energy
equilibriumwith wind at the fetches where observations were

taken (17.5–30 m). This was indicated by the fact that wind
input to mechanical waves did not equilibrate exactly with
nonlinear transfer or energy loss by breaking. It follows that a
fetch dependencywas expected in the bubble generation rates
and more interestingly, in the formation probability of the
different bubble plume classes. Therefore a careful investi-
gation of the wave development with fetch was conducted in
conjunction with the bubble measurements.
[35] The wave development along the tank was first

described by the evolution with fetch of the averaged
trough-to-crest height, H, for the same experiments as the
bubble plume studies, for example, 13 m s�1 wind speed
and paddle waves (Figure 3). This quantity exhibited a well-
marked variation with fetch, initially growing slowly, reach-
ing a maximum between 22- and 24-m fetch and then
decreasing significantly before increasing again at 30 m.
This evolution also was well representative of the trend in
wave steepness because for mechanical waves, the variation
in frequency and wavelength along the tank was negligible.
For these wind and paddle wave conditions, wave breaking
started at 10- to 12-m fetch. However, particularly intense
wave breaking occurred at clearly distinguishable fetches,
generally between 21 and 24 m. In this region, the percent-
age of breaking waves reached a well-peaked maximum of
�35% (Figure 4a). Immediately downstream, the breaking
rate decreased markedly, indicating that the intense wave
field energy loss by wave breaking was not entirely com-
pensated by direct input of wind energy. By 30 m, the

Figure 2. Image sequence showing formation of a BDDi plume due to the interaction of two NSDi
plumes. Single dotted white line demarcates individual plumes; double dotted white line denotes a
portion of the plume injected deeper. Time t is after formation.

1Auxiliary material is available at ftp://ftp.agu.org/apend/jc/
2004jc002676.

Figure 3. Fetch variation of the average trough-to-crest
wave height H (asterisks) and the standard deviation
(circles) as estimated from the wave signal recorded
contemporaneously with the bubble plume observations.
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percentage of breaking waves increased again. Also, the
standard deviation of H began to increase during this last
stage of wave evolution in the channel, indicating a change
in the wave group structure (Figure 3). This indicates that
the wave field then evolved toward an energy equilibrium
with wind after the phase of intense breaking. A more
detailed investigation of the wave field with fetch also
showed that this well-marked wave evolution with fetch
was not only controlled by wave energy wind input or loss
by wave breaking but also by the development of skew
waves due to wave-wave nonlinear interactions. These skew
waves were responsible for large-scale three-dimensional
modulation along the tank (with an approximate length
scale of 18 m in the longitudinal direction). Su [1982] also
observed this phenomenon for mechanical waves of high
steepness propagating both in an open reservoir and a large
tank. Because of cable limitations, the fetches surveyed in
this study covered about two-thirds of the wave modulation
cycle.
[36] To better characterize the wave breaking intensity, the

average height of breaking waves, Hb and the average jump
height, Jh, of breaking waves were estimated (Figure 4b).
Jh is more precisely defined as the average height of the
steep ‘‘turbulent’’ regions observed at the forward face of
the breaking wave crests. Jh is a good indicator of the wave
energy dissipated by breaking and converted into turbulence
and bubble plumes [Longuet-Higgins and Smith, 1983;
Caulliez, 2002].
[37] The average height of the breaking waves varied

little with fetch, but reached its highest values in the region
where the most active breaking was observed. The evolu-

tion of Jh also showed that the most intense breaking
occurred in the region near 22.5 m fetch, where it was at
a maximum. Downstream of 25 m, Hb and Jh varied less
than the mean wave height. This confirmed that in this
region the decrease in the breaking activity primarily
resulted from a decrease in the wave-breaking rate rather
than a decrease in the breaking intensity of the individual
breaking waves.

6. Plume Generation

[38] The plume generation rate, P (number of plumes,
m�2 s�1), for each plume class was determined at approx-
imately the same fetches as the wave measurements
(Figure 5). Also shown is the fetch-averaged P. At the
cross-channel location of the NUIG-BMS, wave breaking
peaked at 22.5-m fetch (Figure 4). For microplumes and
NSDi plumes, P peaked at �20-m fetch, that is, a few
meters upwind of the fetch of maximum wave breaking.
After 20-m fetch, P for microplumes and NSDi plumes
decreased until 27.5-m fetch, increasing afterward, dramati-
cally for microplumes. The dense plume P peaked at 22.5-m
fetch, that is, the fetch of peak wave breaking, thereafter
decreasing from 22.5- to 30-m fetch.
[39] At the fetch of maximum wave breaking, there were

�5 plumes produced per wave period (0.8 s), that is, many
more than 1 bubble plume per breaking wave. The vast
majority of these plumes were diffuse, noninteraction
plumes (NSDi and micro). Deep, dense plumes were
produced at a rate of less than 1 plume per wave. In the
video, there were many occurrences where a series of
microplumes and/or NSDi plumes were produced as a series
from a single breaking wave. In contrast, only a few dense
plumes were produced as a series. Of course, serial produc-
tion was critical to the generation of the interaction classes.
[40] Over the fetches surveyed, diffuse plumes were

produced about three times more frequently than dense
plumes. Interestingly, with the accompanying increase both
in wave breaking and the total plume generation rate, Ptot, at
30-m fetch, microplumes and NSDi plumes were dominant
while there were virtually no dense, deep plumes.

Figure 4. (a) Percent of waves breaking YB/YT, where YT is
total number of waves. (b) Average trough-to-crest height
and average jump height of the breaking waves versus fetch.
These quantities were estimated for the wave signal
recorded contemporaneously with the bubble plume ob-
servations. Data key is on the figure.

Figure 5. Average plume-class generation rate P versus
fetch and averaged over all fetches measured. Classification
scheme is described in Table 2.
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[41] These results suggest that the most important dis-
tinction between plume classes was between dense plumes
that formed large bubbles and diffuse plumes that largely
did not. The fetch dependency of the ratio of P for dense to
diffuse plumes (neglecting microplumes) is shown in Figure
6 for one of the experiments. A clear trend of increasing
probability of dense plume generation with fetch was
observed until 25-m fetch, that is, a few meters downwind
of the wave breaking peak (Figure 4a). A shift toward
diffuse plumes then followed, first because of the abrupt
decrease in the dense plume P, and then at 30-m fetch
because of the sharp increase of the diffuse plume P.

7. Total Bubble Plume Bubble Size Distribution

7.1. Injection Plume Bubble Population
Size Distribution

[42] LD calculated the injection bubble plume population
size distributions, Fi(r), and the time-averaged bubble
plume population size distributions, Fa(r), for a set of
bubble plumes of each plume class. Combined with the
plume-class generation rate, P (Figure 5), and the plume-
class lifetime, t, (Table 3) the local time-averaged, total
bubble population, size distribution, ya(r) (number, mm�1)
and the local injection, total bubble population size distri-
bution, yi(r) (number, mm�1 s�1) were calculated for each
fetch by

ya ¼ S P Xð ÞFa X ; rð Þt Xð Þ½ �;Ya ¼
Z

yadA ð3Þ

yi ¼ S P Xð ÞFi X ; rð Þ½ �; Yi ¼
Z

yidA ð4Þ

where X represents the different classes. The global time-
averaged, total bubble population size distribution, Ya(r)
(number, mm�1) and the global injection, total bubble
population size distribution,Yi(r) (number, mm�1 s�1), were
then calculated by integrating ya(r) and yi(r) over the
surveyed area of the channel (between 17.5- and 30-m
fetch). Because of the existence of an asymmetry between

the left and right sides of the channel (see section 5), this
calculation overestimates slightly the total bubble produc-
tion since the measurements did not cover an entire
modulation cycle. Wall effects on wave breaking were
small, and thus wall effects on P were neglected.
[43] The local time-averaged, total bubble population size

distribution ya for 17.5- and 22.5-m fetch, which corre-
sponded to regions of relatively moderate and high wave
development and wave breaking, respectively, are shown in
Figure 7. For all r, ya was greater in the region of high wave
breaking compared to the region of moderate wave break-
ing. Furthermore, the ratio of ya(r) between the peak
breaking and moderate wave-breaking regions was greater
(more bubbles) for r > 800 mm. This was consistent with the
greater dense plume P at 22.5-m fetch.
[44] The local injection, total bubble population size

distribution, yi, as a function of size and fetch is shown
in Figure 8a. Large bubble injection peaked at 25-m fetch,
corresponding to the peak in the dense plume generation
rate (Figure 5), and had a minimum at 27.5-m fetch. The
small bubble yi exhibited a smooth maximum between 22.5
and 25 m fetch, a minimum at 27.5-m fetch, and an even
higher value at 30-m fetch. Thus the small bubble yi

followed the same trend as the diffuse plume P. The global
injection, total bubble population size distribution, Yi, for
all fetches surveyed is shown in Figure 8b and was well
described by two power laws. For r < 1700 mm, Yi was well
approximated by Yi � r�1.2 while for larger r, it decreased
more steeply as Yi � r�3.9. Again, note, this is only for one
side of the wind wave channel.
[45] The critical r for Yi(r) was �1700 mm (Figure 8b)

and occurred at a larger r than the critical r for diffuse
plumes, which was at r � 1000 mm. Thus the fact that the
small-bubble power law extends to larger r can only be
explained if the decrease in Fi from diffuse plumes for r >
1000 mm was ‘‘matched’’ by the contribution from dense
plumes. The contribution to Yi by dense plumes is shown in
Figure 8b. As can be seen, the peak in dense plume Yi(r)
was at r � 1700–2000 mm, and matches the decrease in

Figure 6. Ratio of dense-to-diffuse plume generation rate
(absent microplumes) versus fetch for one experiment.
Observations were unavailable at 20-m fetch.

Figure 7. Local time-averaged plume bubble population
size distribution ya (solid lines at 17.5- and 22.5-m fetches,
representing regions of low and high wave development,
respectively, and wave breaking) and the corresponding
bubble volume size distribution (dashed lines). Data are
labeled on the figure.
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Yi(r) from diffuse plumes for r > 1000 (not shown) yielding
the increased critical radius.
[46] With regards to the global injection volume size

distribution, both the large and small bubble populations
contained roughly half the bubble volume (53% for r <
1700 mm). The maximum in the bubble volume size
distribution was at r � 2100 mm (Figure 8b). Integration
of the global injection volume size distribution over r
yielded a value of 640 cm3 of air injected per second into
the area surveyed (entire channel width, 12.5 � 2.6 m2).
Bubbles smaller than r � 200 mm, that is, smaller than the
NUIG-BMS resolution limit, contributed negligibly to
plume volume. Dense plumes contributed 320 cm3 of the
injected volume, �56%, or about half.

7.2. Global Bubble Plume Bubble Concentration
Size Distribution

[47] Bubble plume distributions were presented in this
manuscript and by LD as populations because given the
transiency and spatial heterogeneity of bubble plumes,
interpretation of a concentration size distribution requires
the plume’s spatial extent as a function of time, such as
would be needed for initialization of a numerical bubble
process model [Leifer, 1995]. To allow comparison with
bubble plume concentration measurements, the global bub-
ble plume bubble size concentration, fp, was calculated by

fp ¼ S P Xð ÞYi X ; rð Þ½ �f g= S P Xð ÞPVM Xð Þ½ �f g ð5Þ

where PVM is the plume volume at maximum penetration.
On the basis of this definition, fp is the concentration that
would be observed by an instrument if it only recorded data
when plumes were in its measurement volume, and

moreover, this instrument could observe each plume in its
entirety (and further assuming no plume overlap at
maximum penetration, which would increase fp). fp is
shown in Figure 9, together with the background concen-
tration size distribution for the same experiments as in this
study but measured on the opposite (cross-wind) side of the
channel and averaged over the same range of fetches [De
Leeuw and Leifer, 2002]. For the overlapping bubble size
range, at r � 300 mm, fp is an order of magnitude higher in
the plume than f for the background distribution, and two
orders of magnitude greater for r � 500 mm. Most of the
concentration at the larger sizes was contributed by the
dense bubble plumes, as shown by the small filled squares
in Figure 9. For comparison, fp from Deane and Stokes
[2002] for a wind speed of 7 to 10 m s�1 at 13�C, is shown.
Deane and Stokes [2002] reported measurements for
individual plumes; for Figure 9, the two highest void
fraction plumes (assumed to be closer to formation) were
averaged together. Also shown is f for the background
population measured in the North Atlantic for 12 to 13 m s�1

wind speed and 12�C during the OMEX campaign from De
Leeuw and Cohen [2002]. A wind speed of 13 m s�1 in the
tank corresponds to a U10 for the ocean of �17–18 m s�1.
Thus the higher equivalent U10 probably partially explains
why oceanic background concentrations were less than in
LUMINY, although comparison between oceanic and
LUMINY measurements based solely on wind speed are
less than ideal given the dependency of bubble generation
on various factors such as fetch, as described above.
Although there was no overlapping size range between De
Leeuw and Cohen [2002] and Deane and Stokes [2002], the
two distributions suggest that plume bubble concentrations
can be three to five orders of magnitude greater than in the

Figure 8. (a) Local injection bubble population size distribution yi rates versus fetch and radius r; yi

was linearly interpolated to twice the resolution. (b) Global injection bubble population size distribution
Yi versus r for all plumes and only dense plumes, fit, and corresponding volume size distribution. Data
key is on the figure.
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background, depending upon r. The caveat, of course, is that
the two measurements were taken in different oceans at
different times.

8. Discussion

8.1. Bubble Plume Class Distribution Significance

[48] The plume classification approach was developed to
address the wide diversity of plume types observed and to
preserve the details of the plume populations with regards to
the plume attributes. Diffuse plumes (microplumes and
NSDi plumes) showed similar trends in P with fetch with
the ratio of P between the two favoring microplumes at
fetches of lower wave development (e.g., 30-m fetch,
Figure 5) and NSDi plumes at fetches where the breaking
rate was higher (e.g., 25-m fetch). This similarity in trends
was also observed with respect to the bubble size distribu-
tions. The bubble size distributions for microplumes and
NSDi plumes were very similar, showing a weak size
dependency for r < 1000 mm, decreasing steeply for larger
bubbles. Microplume P peaked at 20 m and then decreased
monotonically until 27.5-m fetch. Thus it did not follow
closely the trend in wave breaking and wave development.
One possibility is obscuration ofmicroplumes by larger dense
plumes. However, dense plume P decreased from a peak at
22.5- to 30-m fetch, despite the increase in the breaking rate at
30-m fetch (Figure 4a). This argues that obscuration by dense
plumes (which peaked at 22.5-m fetch) was not a significant
cause of the decrease in microplume Pwith fetch. Given their
similarity in size distributions, it seems probable that the
NSDi and microplume classes resulted from the segregation
scheme dividing a single diffuse (noninteraction) plume class
in two. The likelihood is that there was a spectrum of diffuse
plumes spanning a range of extents and BV, from microplume
size to the largest observed NSDi plumes. Larger diffuse
plumes (e.g., NDDi and BDDi) were only due to plume-
plume interactions. In this interpretation, there was a shift

from the generation of smaller (micro) to larger diffuse
plumes (NSDi) with wave development, that is, a shift in
the spectrum of plume sizes. In fact, the ratio of microplumes
to NSDi plumes (not shown) varied in the same manner as
NSDi plumes, decreasing from 20- to 27.5-m fetch, then
increasing. Also of note, the diffuse plume P was significant
at all fetches with no obvious suppression at the fetch of peak
P for dense plumes.
[49] Turbulence intensities in dense plumes likely were

greater than for diffuse plumes of similar extent. This was
evidenced by the longer lifetime observed for NSDe than
for NSDi plumes despite similar extents. The NSDe P
showed a similar trend as P for the deeper dense plumes,
which were most common in the region of peak wave
breaking and wave development. Finally of note was the
absence of any intermediate plume classes with respect to
density; for example, there was no spectra of plume ‘‘optical
denseness,’’ which was related to the large bubble peak. In
other words, there were no diffuse plumes with a small peak
at circa r � 1700 mm: all diffuse plumes were impoverished
in large bubbles. This strongly suggests two different bubble
plume and bubble formation mechanisms.
[50] At the shortest fetch, shallow and diffuse plumes

dominated, with almost no deep dense plumes. With in-
creasing wave development, dense plumes became more
important (22.5- and 25-m fetch). The region of peak wave
breaking (22.5 m fetch) correlated with peak wave dissipa-
tion (due to wave breaking) after which P decreased for all
classes. The sharp decrease in the wave-breaking rate
between 22.5- and 25-m fetch probably related to wave
dissipation superimposed on the effects of wave modula-
tion. Thus wave modulation can explain the sharp decrease
in P at 27.5-m fetch and the shift in plume generation
toward less energetic, diffuse plumes.
[51] Clearly, wave breaking and the formation of the more

energetic plumes (in terms of zp and large bubbles) were
closely related. In contrast, the relationship between wave

Figure 9. Plume bubble concentration size distribution fp for bubble plumes, dense plumes, the
background distribution, oceanic background bubble plumes (OMX), and oceanic bubble plume bubbles
from Deane and Stokes [2002]. Data key is on the figure; see text for further details.
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breaking and the probability of diffuse plume formation (as
indicated by the ratio of dense to diffuse plumes, for
example, Figure 6) was less direct. For example, the ratio
of diffuse to dense plume P peaked further downwind than
the peak in wave breaking. Also, diffuse plume generation
increased at 30-m fetch (due to a significant increase in
microplumes) even though wave development had de-
creased. The increase in the ratio of diffuse to dense plume
P at 30-m fetch is in agreement with wave characteristics;
however, the overall increase in plume P (albeit diffuse) is
puzzling. Here, dense plumes were least important while
microplumes and NSDi plumes dominated. One possibility
is that there was an area of active, but immature breaking-
wave regeneration at 30-m fetch that led to the formation of
many small, low-energy plumes. Because small plumes
dissipate less energy than larger plumes, this would allow
for more small plume formation.
[52] This shift between dense and diffuse plumes oc-

curred at the same fetch where there was a shift between
small-scale spilling-type wave breaking (fetches prior to
20 and 30 m) toward plunging-type wave breaking, the
fetch of peak wave breaking and maximum jump height. It
should be noted that the plumes studied appeared to
originate behind the wave crests, and thus may have been
produced by a different wave-breaking phenomenon than
spilling breakers, whose bubbles were observed trapped in
the wave crests. In LUMINY, spilling-wave bubble plumes
were formed more or less continuously as the waves
traveled downwind, bubbles and plumes from the spilling
breakers were visible in the wave crests, but did not
penetrate below the wave crest. Bubbles from spilling
breakers were not studied in this research.
[53] There were significant differences between the

plume and the background bubble populations (Figure 9).
For bubbles with r > 200, the background f was signifi-
cantly less than the plume fp. For large bubbles, the
difference was as great as several orders of magnitude.
For small bubbles, though, the two appeared to converge.
Extrapolation of fp to small r suggests that fp and f
intersected at r � 50–70 mm. Since 50-mm bubbles rise at
�0.5 cm s�1, a bubble injected to just 6 cm (zp for NSDi
plumes) requires 12 s to reach the surface. Since the wave
frequency was 1.2 Hz and the breaking rate approached as
high as 40% (Figure 4a), 50-mm bubbles persisted much
longer than the plume formation frequency. In this case,
each bubble plume slightly increased the background con-
centration, which also pervaded the bubble plumes. This
phenomenon was reported in a WST experiment for bubbles
in this size range [Leifer, 1995]. One implication is that S
for the small bubble injection concentration size distribution
was overestimated (greater than reality) since for each
plume, some of the bubbles were reentrained rather than
formed by that plume. A bubble’s reentrainment probability
decreases rapidly with size. For the bubbles in this study, r >
170 mm, which implies VB > 3.4 cm s�1 [Leifer and Patro,
2002]. For a worst case of a 40% breaking rate of 1.2 Hz
waves, this corresponds to a rise from 7 cm, which is greater
than zp for NSDi plumes (6 cm), which are the main source
of these small bubbles (Figure 8). Thus the error in the
injection distributions presented in this study due to inclu-
sion of entrained background bubbles was small, even at the
minimum-size resolution limit.

[54] The primary source of the background population is
bubble plumes, although a secondary source is bubble-
bursting bubble production that occurs for plume bubbles
and background bubbles upon bursting [Leifer et al.,
2000c]. Since dense and diffuse plumes have significantly
different f, it is likely that this secondary bubble produc-
tion mechanism also varies with the ratio of diffuse to
dense plume P. Also, dense and diffuse plumes likely
contributed differently to the background population,
because the power law exponent, S, for small bubbles
for these plume classes were quite different (shallow for
diffuse and steep for dense plumes). Similarly, since most
diffuse plumes were shallow, while dense plumes included
very deep plumes, the background population should vary
with depth because of different sources. Thus some of the
variability in S for background concentrations [e.g., De
Leeuw and Cohen, 2002] may result from differences in
the ratio of P for dense and diffuse plumes (or their
underlying formation mechanisms). In this study, it was
shown that wave development caused a change in the ratio
of P for these two classes. Other factors, reviewed in
section 1 also probably cause variability in the dense to
diffuse ratio of P.
[55] The difference in the injection depth and small

bubble f for dense and diffuse plumes may partially explain
the observations of Baldy and Bourgüel [1987] that the
power law exponent of the bubble size distribution in-
creased from S = 2 between the wave trough and crest to
S = 4 below the wave trough, although some of the differ-
ences, as discussed above, probably resulted from observa-
tions including plumes closer to the formation region.

8.2. Application to the Ocean

[56] Observations within oceanic bubble plumes near the
interface by noninvasive techniques are unavailable. The
plume bubble size distributions by LD showed a rapid
increase in steepness with time and distance from the
formation region, which has been observed by others [Baldy
and Bourgüel, 1987; Leifer, 1995; Haines and Johnson,
1995; Deane and Stokes, 2002], although the distributions
by LD were significantly closer to the formation region and
time than other published observations.
[57] Clearly oceanic waves have much greater size

scales than reproducible in LUMINY. However, evidence
suggests that the wave-breaking wavelengths for oceanic
waves are much smaller than the dominant wave period,
although the dominant waves introduce a modulation of
wave breaking [Dulov et al., 2001]. We hypothesize that at
higher wind speeds and greater wave development than
achievable in LUMINY, there still exists a spectrum of
diffuse and dense bubble plumes formed, with the diffuse
bubble plumes primarily responsible for the near-surface
background bubble population. Also, it seems likely that
for higher wind speeds, the increased formation rate of
diffuse plumes would cause more plumes of the interaction
classes.
[58] These results show a close relationship between the

types of plumes formed, the bubble size distribution in the
plumes, and the wave-breaking intensity and scale. Small-
scale wave breaking tended to produce diffuse plumes,
while more intense wave breaking produced both diffuse
and dense plumes. Intense wave breaking and the larger
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(dense) plumes were associated with a more developed
wave field, similar to the inverse relationship between
plume penetration depth and wave age observed in the
ocean by Graham et al. [2004]. We would expect, that
underlying this greater plume penetration depth is a shift
toward dense plumes which are enriched in large bubbles.
Thus, where small-scale wave breaking of nondominant
waves occurs [e.g., Dulov et al., 2001] at moderate wind
speed or old seas (large c/u*) – diffuse bubble plumes may
be generated preferentially. Where intense wave breaking of
the dominant waves occurs [e.g., Banner et al., 2000] for
much higher wind speeds, for young seas, or for highly
forced-by-wind waves, mainly increasing winds and small
c/u*, dense bubble plumes with larger bubbles may be
generated preferentially. Since bubble plumes are the source
of the background bubble population, it too should be
affected by the wave-breaking intensity and scale. Also,
greater injection depth likely causes a stronger size segre-
gation in the injection phase and longer plume lifetimes at
higher hydrostatic pressure. That will in turn change the size
distribution due to dissolution.
[59] One significant difference between oceanic and

LUMINY bubble plumes is salinity (LUMINY was fresh
water, albeit not clean). On the basis of the review of the
literature presented in section 1, it appears that the large
bubble size distribution is essentially independent of salin-
ity effects, (where large is defined as varying from r > 500
to r > 2000 depending upon the experiment). In contrast,
the small bubble size distribution is strongly dependent on
salinity. Thus the difference between LUMINY bubbles and
oceanic bubbles presumably lies in the ‘‘matching’’ be-
tween the large bubble size distribution produced by dense
plumes and the small bubble size distribution produced in
salt water with a steeper, small bubble size distribution.
An example of matching was shown for LUMINY in
Figure 9, and was a balance between bubbles produced by
dense and diffuse bubble plumes. As a result, the critical
radius was extended from r� 1000 mm for diffuse plumes to
r� 1700 mm for the total global population size distribution.
This balancing may not be apparent in published data since
few span the critical size range 500 < r < 2500 mm. The
absence of such data results at least in part because both laser
and acoustical methods experience difficulties once bubble
shapes become irregular because of oscillations (r > 700 mm)
[Leifer et al., 2000a].
[60] For geophysical bubble modeling of processes such

as air-sea gas exchange, the injection or formation bubble
size distribution is needed for model initialization [Memery
and Merlivat, 1985; Woolf, 1993; Keeling, 1993; Leifer,
1995]. It is also important that the model accounts for short-
timescale bubble processes. Model initialization with the
background bubble population is inappropriate since it is a
quasi steady state size distribution of plume remnants and
thus is very different from (and much less than) the bubble
injection size distribution. Most bubble measurements are of
the background population, and unfortunately, a unique
injection bubble size distribution cannot be calculated from
the background population; that is, different injection dis-
tributions can produce the same background population size
distribution. The discrepancy between the background and
injection size distributions is greater for larger bubbles since
their faster rise speeds yields shorter subsurface lifetimes,

and thus a greater difference between the steady state
background and plume injection populations.

9. Conclusions

[61] To preserve the wide degree of diversity observed in
bubble plumes produced by wind and paddle-steepened
breaking waves in LUMINY, a plume classification scheme
was introduced and the plume characteristics determined for
each class. The generation rate for each plume class was
analyzed over a range of fetches in the LUMINY wind wave
channel. There was a significant distinction between dense
and diffuse plumes. Dense plumes had a well-defined peak
at r � 1700 mm which contained most of the bubble mass,
while for diffuse plumes, smaller bubbles were more im-
portant. The ratio of dense to diffuse plume production
varied with fetch and wave development (mean wave
height), and favored dense plume production for the region
of peak wave breaking. Diffuse plume production varied
less with fetch than dense plume production. A local
maxima in the diffuse plume production occurred at the
fetch of peak wave breaking with a second maxima at a
fetch where small-scale wave breaking increased. Because
the size distributions for these two plumes were significantly
different, the change in the ratio of diffuse to dense plume
production caused a change in the global bubble population
with wave development. Since the ratio between plume
classes and thus bubble distributions varied with wave
development, it likely varies with other factors that affect
wave development and breaking such as air-water temper-
ature differences, water temperature, and salinity, as indi-
cated by field data.

Notation

r Equivalent spherical bubble radius, mm.
f Bubble concentration size distribution, number

cm�3 mm�1.
S Power law exponent.
k Constant, cm�3 mm+S.
u, Wind speed, m s�1.

U10 10-m wind speed, m s�1.
w Plume horizontal extent, cm.
zp Plume penetration depth, cm.
N Number of bubbles.
t Plume lifetime, s.

BV Volume of bubbles in the plume, cm3.
BVM, Maximum BV, cm

3.
PVM, Plume volume at maximum penetration, cm3.
Hb Average height of breaking waves, cm.
Jh Average jump height of breaking waves, cm.
YB Number of breaking waves, min�1.
YT Number of waves, min�1.
P Plume generation rate, m�2 s�1.
Fi Injection bubble plume population size distribution,

number mm�1.
Fa Average bubble plume population size distribution,

number mm�1.
ya(r) Local time-averaged total bubble population size

distribution, number mm�1.
yi(r) Local injection total bubble population size dis-

tribution, number mm�1.
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Ya(r) Global time-averaged total bubble population size
distribution, number mm�1.

Yi(r) Global injection total bubble population size
distribution, number mm�1.

A Surface area, m2.
X Plume class.
fp Bubble concentration size distribution in the plume,

number cm�3 mm�1.
c Wave phase speed, m s�1.

u* Friction velocity, m s�1.
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